
" COVID 19 AND CHINA : NO STOPPING OF THE GIANT : COVID 19 AND TRUMP MUST THINK
TWICE BEFORE WRITING OFF CHINA ! " 

The outbreak of Covid 19 has changed the world in many respects. It has also led to a new era at
international relations level with far reaching  implications for the  global geopolitical  , economic
and security situation .

Given the significant and growing role that China played  on the international  political   and
economic  scene  , prior to  the outbreak of COVID-19   , there is currently worldwide speculation
on what the implications of Covid 19 would be for China . What will be the impact of Covid 19
on China ' s domestic political and economic  situation as well as on the country ' s future role
internationally  , including its relations with Africa? 

DOMESTIC 

The Chinese people overwhelmingly support President Xi Jinping and the government and they
believe that he should be credited for the effective and resolute manner in which Covid 19 was
contained in China .

One senses a deepseated unity , pride en unashamed patriotism among the Chinese people
which further consolidated President Xi Jinping ' s strong position as the leader of the
Communist  Party of China .

In  fact  , the most important event in  the Chinese political calendar,  the " Two Sessions " which
entails the twin plenum of the National People ' s Congress and the China Peoples Political
Consultative Conference  , the topmost political advisory body to the government,  will take
place in Beijing  , as from 22 May 2020 .
This very important event will take place against the background of Covid 19 and  significantly
changed domestic and international realities. 

During the event there will ia be urgent and wide ranging discussion on political   economic
and social matters as well as international relations .  It can be expected that President
Xi Jinping would place special emphasis on his government 's  policy of " Socialism with
Chinese Characteristics "  with its  inclusive " people centered / people first " approach that
has contributed greatly to China ' s phenomenal political , economic and social progress and
achievements .   It can therefore  be expected that President Xi Jinping and the CPC will emerge
from these  , deliberations stronger than ever before. 

ECONOMIC 
On the economic front , Covid 19  had  a serious negative impact on the economy , which already
showed signs of slowing down, prior to the onset of the virus ia due to external factors .

While there are observers who are predicting that China 's  growth rate of 6 , 1 in 2019 , could
drop to anything between 1  to 3 percent in 2020 , due to the significant  drop in consumer



spending and industrial production as well as declining  demand from overseas countries
particularly in the West , the Chinese goverment remains optimistic , that by and large  , China
still has made progress towards the achievement of its  broad political ,  economic and social
goals for 2020.
President Xi Jinping wil address these issues during the  upcoming  important " Two Sessions  "
taking place as from 22 May in Beijing .

On China ' s economic performance,  there are many observers who point out,   based on China's
phenomenal economic growth over the last few decades ( the  size of the  economy doubled
over the last decade ! ) , the inherent robustness of the economy,  the introduction of sensible
fiscal and monetary policies and the dynamic technology  / digital sector , combined with the
expected gradual recovery of the global economy ,   that the speed of the recovery of China ' s
economy will come as a surprise to many! 
This is a opinion I entirely share ! 

It is against this background,  that the current attempts by Trump and others to initiate a major
shift of the economic supply chain away from China, it  is unlikely to  make  any  substantial
progress . The strength and the existing integral role  of China ' s economy   in the global
economic arena,  would serve as a disincentive to  many countries from following Trump's
counterproductive approach. 

An important factor in future global economic growth  is the the ongoing trade / tariff " war"
between China and the USA which is accompanied by the current  deterioration of bilateral
relations between the two countries. 

President Trump and his cohorts continue to launch unjustified attacks on China as regards "
China ' s handling of Covid 19 etc " with the unfortunate result that China has now become a
" political football " in the domestic affairs of the USA . It is generally said in the international
community that the reason for Trump's unfair attacks on China , is to conceal his own glaring
mistakes which failed to protect the USA citizens from Covid 19 and also ,of course,  to try and
boost his chances in the upcoming presidential  elections. 

There is, in fact , a growing frustration and despair on the Chinese  side as regards the
uncertainty as to whether Trump has the real  intention to pursue the implementation  of Phase
1 of the trade/ tariffs  agreement , agreed upon earlier ,  which holds significant benefits for both
sides and which should have kicked in, early in  January 2020 .

The question remains whether Trump has the " political will " to proceed with the
implementation of the agreement as well as continued discussions on trade matters  , ia due
to a recent Pew poll in the USA which reflected that 66 percent of all Americans hold " negative
views " of China which must unfortunately  be ascribed to the ongoing unfounded  attacks
against China made by Trump and the USA Congress . This is a shortsighted approach  by
Trump , as it is generally stated by observers that  lack of progress on the trade talks , would
cause considerably more economic headaches for the USA than for China . 
.
INTERNATIONAL 

The international community  overwhelmingly gave credit to Chinese government for its efforts
to contain Covid 19 in China .



With the situation regarding Covid 19 now rapidly normalizing in the country , China is very
active and admirably supporting approximately 130 countries around the world with medical
equipment and advice in their battle against Covid 19. 

The Chinese  government and private enterprises are currently also busy supporting Africa ,
where Covid 19 is now increasingly spreading , on a big scale with  comprehensive aid packages
and advice .

As regards , the issue of the proposed " investigation into the origin of Covid 19 and related
issues " as advocated by the USA and others   , it can be expected that the Chinese government
may agree to this but subject to the condition that it is conducted in an " independent manner "
under the auspices of the World Health Organisation and without any notion of  " presumption of
guilt " by China and also once the battle against Covid 19 has further progressed which should
be the main  priority now .

I agree with observers who argue that  "Covid 19 will help China to enhance its role as a
responsible world leader"  . In fact , China   through its responsible actions,  have already,  even
prior to Covid 19  , moved into the global leadership " vacuum " , left behind by leaders like
Presidents Trump , Bolsanaro etc.. 

It is a fact  that China ' s constructive approach on burning international issues such as global
peace and stability , development,  climate change and support  for multilateralism , is much
closer aligned to that of Europe , Asia and Africa , than the  erratic and unpredictable policies of
Trump on these key issues .

Covid 19 emerged,  at a time when China was making increasing progress with its  political and
diplomatic acceptance in  the international  community as a " responsible world leader " .
It is against this background  , that it is doubtful whether the attempts by the USA and
others " to sue China for compensation as a result of Covid 19 " will succeed.  Apart from a
number of international law obstacles , it is a  fact that there is no great  appetite on the part
of many leading countries ia in Europe , Asia and among international organisations for this
counterproductive and unjust initiative.  It is also highly unlikely that SA and the African Union
would support it .

Given the significant role that China is playing in the  global economy  as well as the ongoing
constructive role that China is adopting in the multilateral arena and global affairs , it can be
expected  , once the worst of Covid 19 has passed , that the international community will
increasingly reach out to China , to further consolidate and promote bilateral  and multilateral
cooperation. 

CHINA AND AFRICA 

Despite the recent  incidents about " alleged racism against Africans in China " which the
western media tried to exploit to China 's detriment ,   but which was subsequently resolved
between China and the AU  through constructive  dialogue,  it can be expected that the excellent



cooperation between China and Africa will continue to gain momentum  , particularly  at this
juncture  where Covid 19 is bound to have a serious negative impact on the economy of the
continent . The growing China and Africa friendship and cooperation will undoubtedly be an
agenda point at the"  Two Sessions"  plenum in Beijing where a strong endorsement  and
affirmation will be given to the continued China and Africa cooperation and friendship ia in the
context of the Forum on China / Africa Cooperation( FOCAC )  in the foreseeable future .

China is already Africa ' s most important economic partner and largest trade partner . Total
trade has increased from 10 billion USD in 2000 to 204 billion USD in 2018 . The economic
as well as people to people cooperation between China and Africa will also be significantly
enhanced in the context of the exciting and  commendable Belt and Road Initiative.  

Despite many prophets of doom , particularly in the West , it is predicted that China will
overcome all the challenges , flowing from Covid 19 , through its typical determined,  focused
and industrious and hard work  approach and that China will  not only  resume its key role in
global political and economic affairs but further  strengthen  it in the years to come   , towards a
shared destiny of mankind. 

..................................................

Ambassador Gert Grobler , Institute of African  Studies ,  Zhejiang Normal University in
Jinhua ,China 
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